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ABSTRACT

        FT I  (AAAAGGGGAAGCAGAG), a poly purine ele-
ment within  the myeloid-lineage specific enhancer (En 1)
of  the  mouse  myeloperoxidase gene  [1,  2] has  been  fur-
ther characterised.  1,  FT I functions  as a myeloid-lineage
specific transcription  regulatory element; 2,  WEHI 3BD+
cells have higher binding  activity  to FT  I and express the
proteins which  could  form the unique  DNA-protein com-
plex(es)  of FT I;.  3, The essential sequence for the specific
DNA-protein interactions of FT I is  AAAAGGGGAAGC;
4, South-western  analysis in conjunction  with the compe-
tition  assay of  the proteins binding  to FT  I, has revealed
a  28  kd  protein in  WEHI  3BD+  cells  that  displays  the
properties  of the  putative transcription  factor which acts
through FT I. These new findings have demonstrated both
the  functional myeloid-lineage  specificity and  the novelty
of  FT I.

Key words:  Mouse myeloperoxidase gene,  poly purine
                        element,  transcription  activation,  South-
                        western analysis.

INTRODUCTION

      Myeloid  cell differentiation,  in which multipotential progenitor cells are converted

       1. This work is dedicated to the 80th anniversary of my supervisor Professor Zhen YAO.
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into one of the six mature differentiated cells,  i.e., erythrocytes, platelets (megakary-
ocytes),  macrophages, neutrophils, eosinophils  and basophils, involves  temporal re-
gulation of expression of a number of  lineage- and differentiation stage-specific genes.
Understanding the developmental specification of lineage as well as maturation stage
associated patterns of gene expression in myeloid cell differentiation requires an in-
sight into  the control of individual lineage-specific‘marker’genes for each lineage.
Within  the myeloid lineages, extensive studies have illustrated a  complex interplay
of regulatory cis-elements ahd nuclear binding proteins, in particular for theβ-globin
enhancer 5’ locus control region  in the erythrocytic  lineage[3].  On  the other hand,
there is a marked deficit of information, in this respect,  on the granulocytic lineage,
a major pathway of non-erythroid myeloid cell development.
     Myloperoxidase  (MPO)  gene  expression  is  regulated  in  both  cell-lineage  and
differentiation-stage  specific fashions.   The  MPO  protein  and  bactericidal  activi-
ties reach maximum  at the  promyelocytic  stage of granulocytic  differentiation; as
these cells mature into granulocytes, levels of  MPO mRNA  rapidly decline,  probably
as a result of both a cessation  of transcription and a  decrease in stability  of the MPO
mRNA[4].  By  a transient transfection assay, we have  identified a myeloid-lineage-
specific enhancer at approximately  3.1 kb upstream of  the mouse MPO  gene[2]. It
acts and resides at a DNase I hypersensitive chromatin region in WEHI 3BD+ cells,
a myelomonocytic cell line[4, 5] in which  the mouse MPO gene is  highly expressed,
but not in two non-MPO expressing lymphocytic cell  lines {pre-B lymphocytic  cell
line, 18.8[6] and pre-T  lymphocytic  cell line,  EL-4[7]}.  In vitro DNase I footprinting
of the enhancer revealed three previously  unreported protected  sequences  (FT I, II
and III),  which were associated  with proteins enriched  in WEHI  3BD+ cells;  but
not in both lymphocytic cell  lines[l]. Functional analyses by means of deletion- and
site-specific mutations  followed by a  transient-transfection  assay have demonstrated
the synergistic nature  of these three  modular cis-elements,  FT I,  II  and III.  Consis-
tent with loss of function,  the corresponding wild  type in  vitro DNase  I footprints
were also affected by  site-specific mutations[l].
    In this report, several important aspects of FT I, a poly purine motif of En 1 have
been addressed.  Firstly, does  FT I  have the same  positive myeloid-lineage-specific
transcription regulatory  activity  as  En 1?  Secondly,  which  nucleotides are  essential
for the specific DNA-protein interactions of FT I?  And lastly, what are the  molecu-
lar weight and binding  characteristics of the proteins  enriched in  WEHI 3BD+ cells
which bind to FT  I?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid constructs, cell cultures, and the transient transfection assay
      Equal moles of the two complementary  oligonucleotides  of FT I  ( sense:  5’-gggAAAAGGGGAA-
GCAGAGCT-3’; and antisense: 5’-cccagCTCTGCTTCCCCTTTT-3’) were 5’end phosphorylated
by T4-DNA polynucleotide kinase, heat-denatured and annealed.  After  ligation at  room tempera-
ture overnight,  the polymers  bigger  than 4 mer were  purified  by spin  column  chromatography  (using
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Clontech,  Sp-400  column).   After  filling  their 3   recessive  ends  with  Klenow fragment  and dNTP,
FT  I polymers  were cloned  at  Sma I  site  of  Pt-109 vector  {the  firefly  luciferase  gene is  controlled
by  Herpes thymidine  kinase  promoter spanning  from  -109  to  +52,  [8]}.   The desired  clones  were
identified by sequencing.
       WEHI 3BD+,   a  myelomonocytic  leukaemic  cell   line[5,  9],  18.8[6]  (a  pre-B  cell   line  derived
from  BALB /c  bone  marrow  infected with   Abelson  leukaemia  virus,  and  EL-4  {a C57BL  murine
T lymphoma  (ATCC   TIB39)}  cell  line[7] were cultured  as  previously  described[2].  Both  transient
iransfection  by electroporation  and luciferase assay  were carried  out as  in the  previously published
procedures[2]

Band-shift assays for the sequence-specific protein-DNA interactions
    
      The  whole cell  extracts  were prepared f rom the  late-log  phase  of cell  cultures  of  WEHI 3BD+,
18.8 and EL-4  cell lines  respectively,  as  previously described[1].  The  protein  extract was incubated
on  ice for 20 min  with  10 fmole  of 32  p-end-labelled  double stranded  FT  I  oligonucleotides,  in a  10
μl  solution  containing 5  μg  poly  dI:dC  (Pharmacia),  10  %  polyvinyl  alcohol  (Sigma,  p-8136),  12.5
mM Herpes, pH  7.9, 6.25  mM MgC12, 50 mM KC1 and 10 %  glycerol.  The  DNA-protein  complexes
were separated  by  electrophoresis on  a 1 %  agarose  gel with  0.5  X  TBE ( 1 ×  TBE= 89 m M Tris,
89 m M boric  acid,  8  mM  EDTA, pH  8.0)  at  room  temperature  (voltage  setting:  6  volts  per  cm).
In the  competition assay,  10-50 fold molar  excess  of the individual  double stranded oligonucleotides
were  included  in the  binding  reaction.    After  electrophoresis,   the gels  were  dried  onto  a  piece  of
DEAE  paper (Whatman  DE 81)  before  autoradiography was  taken.
       For the assay  in  polyacrylamide  gel,  the binding  conditions were  same as  that  for the agarose
gel system,  except  that the  amount of  poly dI:dC  was 1 μg.

 1, FT I: 5’ gggAAAAGGGGAAGCAGAGct

 2, FT  I-1a 5’ gggTTAAGGGGAAGCAGAGct

 3, △1 5’ gggAAGGGGGGAAGCAGAGct

 4, FT I-2 5’ gggAAAACCCCAAGCAGAGct

 5, FT I-2a  5’ gggAAAACCGGAAGCAGAGct

 6, FT I-2c 5’ gggAAAAGGCGAAGCAGAGct

 7, FT I-2d 5’ gggAAAAGGGCAAGCAGAGct

 8, FT I-3 5’ gggAAAAGGGGTTOGAGAGct

 9, FT I-3a 5’ gggAAAAGGGGTFGCAGAGct

 10, FT I-3b 5’ gggAAAAGGGGAACGAGAGct

 11, FT I-3c 5’ gggAAAAGGGGTAGCAGAGct

 12, FT I-3d 5’ gggAAAAGGGGAIGCAGAGct

 13, △la4 5’ gggAAAAGGGGAATCIGAGct

 14, FT I-4 5’ gggAAAAGGGGAAGCTCTCct

 15, △3c6   5’TCGACGTCCTAGTCGTCTGCGAAGCTACTCGTTGACCCC;

 16, FT II,  5’ CCCTAAATAGAGTTGAGAAAGAGCAATC1TFTGCAACCAGT

 17 Sp 1,   5’  CTAGAGCTAAGGCCCCGCCCCCACCAAGGT [10]

 18,CTCF (2x)  [10]

 AGCT(TGAGCCCCCTCGGCCGCCCCCTCGCGGCGCGCCCTCCCCGC)ACTA

 G(TGAGCCCCTCGGCCGCCCCCTCGCGGCGCGCCCTCCCCGC)T;

 19, FT I  (2x):

 (GGGAAAAGGGGAAGCAGAGCT)(GGGAAAAGGGGAAGCAGAGCT)GGG;

N.  B., 1,  The sense strand sequences  of the double  stranded  oligonucleotides are shown.  In  the case
of  FT .I,  the  CAPITAL  letters  refer  to  the  protected  sequence,  revealed  by  the  in  vitro  DNase I
footprinting  assay with  the  WEHI 3BD+  extract [l].
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2, The underlined sequences are the altered nucleotides in the mutants．
3, After re-annealing，a filling reaction with Klenow fragment and dNTP was carried out to elimi-
nate the 5’protruding ends．

South—western analysis of the proteins binding to FT I

  Protein extracts were denatured at 37℃ for 10 min in 1×sample buffer (5％ SDS／5％ glycerol／
37．5 mM Tris．HCl，pH 7：0／5％2-mercaptoethanol)，fractionated on a 10％ SDS一polyacrylamide
gel by electrophoresis[11] and electroblotted onto nitrocellulose membrane using the LKB Noval
blotter under conditions recommended by the manufacturer．The molecular weight references were
provided by the rainbow markers (Pharmacia)．The following procedures were carried out in a cold
room with gentle shaking．The membranes，on which the proteins were immobilised were incubated
with prebinding buffer (20 mM Herpes，pH 7.9，0.2％Triton 50 mM KCl，and 5％fat-free milk
powder[Marvel]，10 μM ZnSo4，1 mM DTT and 10％ glycerol) for 20 min，followed by incubating
with the DNA-binding buffer(20 mM Herpes，pH 7.9，0.2％Trition，50 mM KCl，10μM ZnSo4，1
mM DTT+1 μg／ml denatured salmon sperm DNA+10μg／ml poly dI：dC and 10％glycerol)for
another 20 min，before the addition of the 32P-labelled double stranded oligonucleotide probes (01
pmole)．In the competition aSSays，50—100 fold molar excess of double stranded oligonucleotides was
included in the binding reaction．After 20 min incubation．the unbound probes were washed away
with DNA binding bufief minus nucleic acid competitors for 10 min．The washing was repeated
twice．The pattern of the DNA-binding proteins to the probes were visualised by either autoradio
graphy or phosphor-imaging(Molecular Dynamics)．

RESULTS

FT I , in the tandem repeat form, functions as positive myeloid lineage-
specific cis-element for transcription

  En 1, like many previously identified and characterised eukaryotic enhancers[12]，
is a complex enhancer；in this case，composed of three modular cis—elements which
are all required for the potent myeloid-lineage-specific transcription activation func-
tion[1]．It has been shown for the majority of eukaryotic enhancers，one single
modular cis-element can mimic the function of the natural enhancer when it is in
a polymer form，suggesting that both relative position and the orientation of the
modular components in the natural enhancer are not critical[12]．It is,therefore，
important to determine whether En 1 belongs to this category．
  Four and six tandem repeats of FT I were cloned upstream of the Herpes viral
thymidine kinase promoter (in the same orientation) in Pt-109 and transfected by
electroporation into WEHI 3BD+，18.8 and EL-4 cells，respectively (Fig 1)．The
ratio of the luciferase activity between the testing constructs and Pt-109 was used to
represent the potency of FT I and En 1 transcription activation function．It has been
found that：four and six tandem repeats of FT I were able to enhance the luciferase
activity more dramatically(11.5 and 42.9 fold)in myeloid WEHI 3BD+cells than
in lymphoid 18.8 (6.9 and 5.4 fold)or EL-4 cells (7.5 and 5.2 fold，respectively).
Also，a six mer of FT I was mors potent than a four met in WEHI 3BD+cells,
while the reverse was true for lymphoid 18.8 and EL-4 cells．Although the mecha—
nism underlying this effect is unclear．the result clearly shows that FT I can function
as a positive myeloid-lineage-specific transcription regulatory cis-element on its own．
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Quantitative and qualitative differences in the  specific DNA-protein interac-
tions of FT  I among WEHI 3BD+, 18.8 and EL-4 cells
      The  previous  work showed that  three  WEHI  3BD+ cell-specific   in  vitro DNase
I  footprints  (FT  I,  II, and  III)  are  likely to  represent the  essential protein-DNA
interactions for the enhancer function of En 1  in vivo[1].  Since the in  vitro  DNase
I footprinting assay is  relatively insensitive, I used  the band-shift assay to  reassess
the previous observations, by which the sequence-specific DNA-protein interactions
at a much lower level can  be detected.
     Bearing in mind that the differential transcription of a given gene can be dictated
by quantitative variations of specific DNA-protein interactions with cell types[13], I
have controlled the protein input  of the whole cell extracts from different cell lines,
by  taking the binding activity of  a common transcription factor, Sp-1,  as the refer-

 Fig  2A. The relative binding  activity  of Sp 1 transcription factor
 The  Sp 1  binding  activity.   Approximately  0.5  μg  protein  extracts  from each  cell
 samples  indicated  at  the  top  of  the  autorad  were  incubated  with  10  fmole  of  32p-
 labelled  double stranded oligonucleotides  of Sp  1 binding  sequence[10]  without  and
 with  50 fold molar  excess  of the  cold same  oligonucleotides and  analysed by  band-
 shift assay  in 1 %  agarose gel.  Both  the shifted bands  (1-4) and  the sense stranded
 sequence of Sp 1  are indicated.
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Fig  2B. FT I  binding proteins among WEHI 3BD+, 18.8  and EL-4 cells
 Cell-type  specificity of the sequence-specific DNA  protein interactions  of FT I
 0.5  μg  WEHI 3BD+,  7.5  μg  EL-4  and  3  μg  18.8 whole  cell  extracts  as indicated  at
 the  top of  the autorad  were respectively,  incubated with 32 p-labelled  double  stranded
 oligonucleotides of  FT  I sequence,  without and with  10 fold  of FT  I, 20  fold of  △1, 20
 fold of △la4, 50 fold of FT II oligonucleotides (which sense strand sequences are indicated
 at  the bottom  of the figure)  and analysed by  band shift  assay in 1  % agarose gel.   The
 shifted band  (u, w, x*)  and free probe  band are indicated.

ence.  As shown in Fig  2A, Sp 1 binding  activity did not  vary significantly with cell
lines, where 0.5 μg protein extracts were used.  The only observed difference is that
among  the four shifted  bands (designated 1,  2,  3 and  4, in ascending order  of the
distance shifted) for  WEHI 3  BD+ and 18.8 cells, only three corresponding bands
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 Fig  3A. The effect of the mutations on the wild-type  FT I-DNA-protein interactions
 A,  0.5 μg  WEHI 3BD+ and 3  μg 18.8 whole cell  extracts as indicated at  the top  of
 the autorad were respectively, incubated with 32 p-labelled double stranded oligonu-
 cleotides of FT I sequence, without and with 20 fold of FT I, as well as 50 fold molar
 excess of FT  I mutants and  △-3c6 double stranded oligonucleotides  (as indicated at
 the  top of  the autorad)  and analysed  by  band shift assay  in 1%  agarose gel.   The
 shifted bands  (u,  w, x*)  and  free probe  band are  indicated.  The  sense strand se-
 quence of the  oligonucleotides are  indicated, and  the underlined nucleotides are the
 altered nucleotides in  FT I mutants.
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Fig  3B. The effect of  the mutations on the wild-type  FT I-DNA-protein interactions
 0.5  μg  WEHI 3BD+  and 3  μg  18.8 whole  cell extracts  as  indiacted at  the  top of
 the autorad were respectively, incubated with 32p-labelled double stranded oligonu-
 cleotides of  FT I sequence, with or without 20  fold of FT  I, as well as 50 fold molar
 excess of  various FT I  mutants in the  form of double stranded  oligonucleotides (as
 indicated  at  the top  of  the autorad) and  analysed  by band  shift assay  in the 4  %
 polyacrylamide gel.  The shifted bands  (a to g) and  free probe band are indicated.

Zhu JD
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Fig  3C.  The effect of the mutations on the wild-type FT I-DNA-protein interactions
 Summary of the essential nucleotide sequence (sense) for  the wild-type FT  I DNA-
 protein interaction.
 The 12  nucleotide sequence indicated  by  capital letters,  is essential  to the specific
 protein binding of FT  I. The longer arrows indicate the nucleotides, upon mutation,
 led  to a dramatic  loss of  the competition  capacity of  the corresponding mutants in
 comparison to  the wild-type  FT I sequence with  respect to  the DNA-protein inter-
 action of  FT I.  The shorter arrows indicate the nucleotides whereby upon mutation
 elicited a significant but less dramatic effect on  competition capacity.

(2,   3  and  4) were  present  with  EL-4  cells   (Fig  2A).   Although  the  cause  of  this
missing  band in  EL-4  cells  and  its  implication  are not  clear,  the  results  (Fig  2A)
confirmed  the  previous  conclusion  drawn  from  the  in  vitro  DNase  I  footprinting
assay[1],  namely, Sp  1 binding  activity  is invariant  with these three  cell lines.

     On  the  contrary,  for a  comparable  level  of  FT  I binding,  approximately  6 fold
(3 μg) more 18.8 and 15 fold (7.5  μg) more EL-4  extracts than  WEHI 3 BD+ extracts
(0.5  μg) were required  (Fig  2B). Furthermore,  the pattern  of protein  binding to FT
I for these  three cell line lines was different.  There  were three discrete shifted  bands
(designated  as  u, w,  and  x*)  associated  with  WEHI  3BD+  cells,  but  only  band u
was asociated  with  EL-4  cell,  while  both bands  u  and  w were  present in  the  18.8
extract.   Therefore, band  x* represented  a  WEHI 3  BD+  cell-specific  DNA-protein
interaction of  FT  I.

     In  competition  studies,  both  bands  w  and  x* were  abolished  by  10  fold  molar
excess of  FT I oligonucleotides,  while the full  elimination of band u  needed more FT
I competitor (Fig  3).  It has been previously  shown that △1  and △1a4 mutations had
deleterious effects  on En  1 function  and  abolished  the  occurrence  of the  wild-type
FT  I  in an  in vitro  Dnase  I  footprinting assay[2].   In agreement  with  this finding,
20 fold  molar excess  of both  mutants were not  sufficient to  abolish bands  u, w, and
x* in  band-shift assay.  Furthermore,  the formation  of  bands u,  w, and  x* were  not
affected by  50 fold excess  of FT II  which was used as  an unrelated sequence control.

The essential sequence for the specific DNA-protein interaction of FT I (AAAA-
GGGGAAGCAGAG) is AAAAGGGGAAGC
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     In order  to  determine the  nucleotide sequences  essential for  the specific  DNA-
protein interactions of FT  I,  a set  of FT  I mutants were made in which one to four
nucleotides  were  individually  mutated  and  assayed  for  their  competition  potency
on  the wild-type  DNA-protein  interactions of  FT  I.  By using  20 to  50 fold  molar
excess of FT  I mutants, the relative  importance of the individual nucleotides  to the
squence-specific binding have been approximately estimated by band-shift assays (in
agkrose gel, Fig 3A,  or in  a 4 %  polyacrylamide gel,  Fig 3B).

     Although DNA-protein complexes bigger than the pore size of 4 % polyacrylamide
gel fail  to enter the gel  and can not  be analysed,  both  quantitative and qualitative
aspects of the myeloid-lineage-specificity of the  protein binding to FT I shown in 1%
agarose gel  (Fig 2B,  and Fig  3A.) stillheld  (Fig  3B, the EL-4  data are  not shown).
Four shifted bands  (a  to  d) associated  with  WEHI 3  BD+  cells can  be effectively
competed away by 20 fold of wild type FT I oligonucleotide and 50 fold molar excesss
of mutant  FT I-4.   Among  the three  shifted bands  (e,  f and  g) with  18.8,  bands f
and g  are likely  to  be  similar if  not identical  to  bands  b and  c  of  WEHI 3  BD+
cells,  according to  their  mobility  and response  to  the specific  competitors.   Band
c in  WEHI  3BD+ cells  was also present  at a  lower level in  18.8 cells  (as  band g),
suggesting  that this  DNA-protein  complex may  not have  an important role  in the
positive myeloid-lineage-specific-transcription regulatory  function  of FT  I.  Among
the two bands  (a and  d) representing the  DNA-protein interactions of  FT I specific
to  WEHI  3BD+ cells,  band  a  might  not  be functionally  important,  sa  it  can be
abolished by  all the FT  I mutants tested.  On  the contrary, band d was resistant  to
various extent  to the  excess FT  I mutants  (except  for  FT I-4),  including  mutants
△1 and △la4 which had  deleterious effects on En 1 function[1].   This indicates that
band d is likely to represent the  WEHI 3 BD+ cell-specific-DNA-protein interaction
of FT  I with  a direct functional  relevance.  At  the present time,  there is very  little
known on how the protein-DNA complexes behave in the agarose band-shift system,
therefore, the relationship  between band  x* in agarose  gel (Fig  3A)  and band  d in
polyacrylamide gel  (Fig 3B)  is not  clear.

     As shown in Fig 3, the sequence,  AAAAGGGGAAGC is essential for the sequence-
specific  DNA-protein interactions  of FT  I.  However, the relative  effect of  the mu-
tations  varies with  the  nucleotides  being affected  on  the  wild  type  DNA-protein
interactions of FT  I (for a summary,  see Fig 3C).

The  putative transcription  factor  for FT  I: a  28 kd  protein in  WEHI 3  BD+
cells ?

     Having characterised the sequence of FT  I essential for the  specific DNA-protein
interaction, I used South-western analysis in  conjunction with  competition assay to
address the following  three important aspects:  the  cell type-specificity,  the binding
characteristics and  the molecular weight of the  WEHI  3BD+ specific  FT I binding
proteins.
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 Fig  4. South-western analysis  of the  DNA-binding  proteins  specific  to  FT  I sequence
 An approximately 7.5  μg  proteins from each  cell lines  ( as  indicated  at top  of  the
 Figure) were separated by  electrophoresis on a  10 % SDS-polyacrylamide gel  and elec-
 troblotted onto nitrocellulose membrane.  The immobilised  proteins were bound  to
 32p-labelled CWCF(2x)(panel  A) or  FT I(2x) (panels  B-D) double-stranded oligonu-
 cleotides. For the competition assays, 50-100 fold molar excess  of specific competitors
 (as indicated  at the bottom  of the Figure)  were included in the  binding reaction as
 indicated  at the  top  of  the Figure.  Size  markers were provided  by  Rainbow mark-
 ers (Pharmacia).  The  WEHI 3BD+  cell  type-specific 28 kd  protein  bound to  FT I
 probe is indicated with an arrow. The sense-strand sequences of the  double stranded
 oligonucleotides  are shown at  the  bottom of  the gel.
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     In order to eliminate tne background binding by the abundant non-specific DNA
binding protein in cells,  a common problem encountered in South-western analysis,
the  protein binding  pattern to  an unrelated sequence,  i.e.  the  chicken CTCF  ele-
ment
{upstream  of the  chicken c-myc  gene[10]},  was established  (panel  A,  Fig  4).   By
identifying the  common bands,  the bands  representing  the specific proteins  bound
to either  CTCF or FT I sequences can  be detected.  In addition,  both 18.8 and EL-4
cell extracts  were analysed in parallel,  WEHI 3BD+  cell-type-specificity  of binding
could also be  addressed.  Although there were some protein bands showing a certain
degree of  binding specificity  to the  FT  I probe  (panels  A  and B,  Fig 4),  only  one
protein  band had  a sufficient  WEHI  3BD+ cell-type-specificity.   This protein was
approximately 28 kd in molecular weight (panel B, Fig 4), and did not bind to  CTCF
sequence (panel A,  Fig 4).  Its specificity  to FT I  sequence has been further demon-
strated by the competition assay with  FT I (wild-type)  FT I-2 (a FT I mutant which
failed to compete with wild-type  FT I for the formation of FT I-protein complexes in
the band shift analyses) and △3c 6, an unrelated sequence (panel C, Fig 4).  The  FT
I binding by  this 28 kd protein was abolished by  100 fold molar excess, and affected
significantly by 50 fold molar excess of FT I oligonucieotide, but not affected at all by
100 fold mutant FT I-2 as well as 100 fold molar excess of △3c6 sequences (panel C).

DISCUSSION

FT I, a novel positive myeloid-lineage-specific transcription regulatory element

     The modular nature of the enhancer was initially observed in the enhancer of the
SV-40 early gene,  in which duplication of one wild type module can fully compensate
for the  loss of  other modules[14].   Since then,  this phenomenon  has  been reported
in  many eukaryotic  enhancers, where  the function  of  the natural  enhancer can  be
mimicked  by  one  of such  elements  when  multimerised  and  placed  upstream  of  a
test  promoter  (for  a  review  see[15]).   Both  relative  positions  and  orientation  of
the  modules in  the natural  enhancer  are not  essential for  the  function of  these so
called non-stereo-specific enhancers[8].  However, there are several recent exceptions,
including  the  mouse  T  cell  receptor a  gene  enhancer[16]  and  the virus-inducible
enhancer of the human interferon βgene[17, 18], in which the function of the natural
enhancer  can not  be  reproduced  by  the tandem  repeats  of its  individual  modular
components.  In both cases, one minor groove binding transcription factor is involved.
This type of protein specifically binds to its cognate recognition sequence and induces
a sharp  bend  in  DNA  to the  extent  that other  transcription  factors bound  to the
flanking cis-elements  can  interact  with each  other  to  form the  functional,  stereo-
specific enhancer  complexes[12].  It naturally  follows that once  a complex  enhancer
(in this  case, En 1)  consisting of several integral modular elements is identified, the
first priority is  to determine whether or  not it is  stereo-specific.

     As shown in Fig 1, FT  I, like the natural enhancer, En 1, from which it is derived,
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was able  to activate the transcription of the luciferase gene guided by the Herpes
thymidine kinase promoter in a myeloid-lineage specific manner, suggesting that  En
1 is a nonstereo-specific enhancer. However, the tandem repeat of FT I is much less
potent.  Four and six mers of FT I were able to enhance the luciferase expression by
approximate 8 % and 30  % of that of En 1, respectively.  In light of the fact that FT
I is the weakest of three WEHI 3 BD+ cell-specific in vitro DNase I footprints within
En 1[1], and  both FT  II and FT  III polymers are much more  potent at this aspect
(unpublished observation),  there is an interesting quantitative  correlation  between
the DNA-protein interactions and  the function of FT  I.

     Previous database  searching[l] have shown of  no significant sequence homology
between  the sequences  of  FT  I,  FT  II,  as well  as  FT  III  and  the  binding sites
recognised by  the known transcription factors [16-18], an  indication of the novelty
of  the three  cis elements,  FT  I,  FT  II,  and FT  III.  In  the case  of  FT  I,  the 16
nucleotide DNase  I protected sequence:   AAAAGGGGAAGCAGAG was used  for
this  analysis.   In  this report,  by  assaying  the mutation  effects  on  the  wild-type
DNA-protein interactions  of  FT  I,  it has  been shown  that the  critical nucleotide
sequence of FT  I is a 12 nucleotide sequence:  AAAAGGGGAAGC (the underlined
nucleotides are the relatively more  important sequences, Fig 3C).  By searching the
same database[19-21] with this 12 nucleotide sequence,  I am still not able  to identify
any previously reported  cis-elements  which has more than 50%  homology with FT
I.

     Observations from  band shift  assays as well  as South-western analyses are  also
supportive of  the novelty of FT 1.  A WEHI  3 BD+ cell specific  shifted band of FT
I were  both found in  both agarose gel and  4 %  polyacrylamide gel system  (Fig  3),
representing a WEHI 3  BD+ cell-specific protein  binding to the essential sequence
of FT  I. And the size of this protein is 28 kd  (panels C and D,  Fig 4).  Again, to the
best of  my knowledge, there is  no previous report  of any  transcription factor with
these characteristics, including size, expression pattern and binding specificity.

Binding characteristics of the  FT I binding proteins enriched in  WEHI 3BD+
cells

      Three  methods  are available for  assessing  the molecular weight  of the  protein(s)
which  bind  specifically to  a  given  DNA  sequence.  These  are,  1,  UV-cross-linking
of  32 P-labelled  double  stranded  target  sequences  to  the  proteins  prior   to  SDS-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis[22]; 2, ‘South-western blotting’in which gel frac-
tionated proteins are transferred from the gel to a membrane and, after renaturation
in  situ, are  probed  with  a 32P-labelled double stranded target sequences[23]; and 3,
elution of size separated  proteins from polyacrylamide slices[11] followed by an analy-
sis of each fraction  for the binding activity to  the target sequence by  band-shift as-
says[24].  However,  not all methods  can provide  the information on a very important
question, whether  the target protein  binds to  the DNA  sequence in a  heterodimer,
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or homodimer and  monomer forms.  In addition, the measurement from UV-cross
linking may suffer from the fact that  the binding kinetics and specificty  of the target
protein to  DNA can  be altered by  substitution of dT  by  BrdU in the target DNA
sequences[25]. On  the other hand, recovering  the functional proteins from the gel
slices is labour-intensive and error-prone.

     Establishing the protein-binding-pattern to  an unrelated cis-element,  CTCF as
a control, has made  it possible to eliminate the background binding to  FT I by the
abundant non-specific DNA binding proteins in cell. Moreover, setting both 18.8 and
EL-4 cell-extracts as controls in this assay, has led to an unambiguous identification
of the  WEHI 3  BD+ specific FT  I binding proteins.  The binding specificity to  FT
I  of the  28 kd  protein  in  WEHI 3  BD+  cells  has been finally  confirmed  by the
competition  assay with  the specific  oligonucleotides,  including the  wild-type  and
mutant FT I  (FT I-2) (panels B and C, Fig 4).  By this assay, it has also been shown
that  WEHI 3 BD+  cell-specific 28 kd protein binds to  FT I in either the monomer
or  homodimer form and can survive  through the denaturation and renaturation of
South-western analysis.  These findings will be invaluable for the cloning of the gene
encoding this 28 kd protein in the near future.

     The expression cloning using the lambda gt11 vector based on the specific DNA-
protein interaction[26] has  the advantages  of simplicity, speed  and  of a  function-
related screening  procedure, but  is not  applicable  for cloning  the genes encoding
proteins which either  can  not survive  the denaturing and  renaturing steps of the
screening procedure or  bind to  DNA  in heterodimer form.  But,  it is obvious  that
this  approach should  be fully  applicable  to the  cloning of  the gene  encoding the
WEHI 3BD+ cell-type-specific 28 kd protein.

     Since South-western analysis has its  own limitations as  previously discussed, the
possibility can  not  be excluded at  the moment  that there axe other transcription
factors binding  to FT  I with  functional importance in  WEHI 3  BD+ cells.  How-
ever, the following findings do argue strongly otherwise.  Band shift analyses (Fig
2  and 3),  showed a single  WEHI  3BD+ cell specific shifted  band, i.e.,  band d  in
polyacrylamide  gel and  band x* in agarose  gel (Fig 3).   The possibility  that both
shifted bands may be associated with a single WEHI 3BD+ cell type specific protein
is very  appealing. There is only  one protein (28 kd in molecular weight) exhibiting
the all essential characteristics of the key transcription  factor vital to the myeloid-
lineage-specificity of the FT I function (Fig  4).  Nevertheless, the final answer of this
question  as well as the  proof of  the novelty of FT  I  can only  be provided by  the
detailed analyses of the cloned 28 kd protein at aspects  of both in vivo function and
in vitro  binding characteristics to F T I.
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